Introduction
The increased demands made on data acquisition systems at TRIUMF have made it necessary to adopt new data pre-processing methods at the CAMAC level. The use of specially designed hardware providing a "smart trigger" is expensive and of limited efficiency, while processing all events in the host computer is very slow. A CAMAC-based processor provides the precision and flexibility of digital analysis, while avoiding the huge time overhead associated with the transfer of largely useless data over a CAMAC branch.
TRIUMF autoincrementing Rl. Due to the pipe line architecture of the CAMAC IO hardware, write operations are a little faster than read operations. During a write cycle the instruction is placed in the pipe line at which time the Jll is free to execute the next instruction. Should this be another CAMAC request there is a danger of a CAMAC overrun error being generated. In practice this is not a usual occurrence since there will normally be at least one instruction between CAMAC call such as a loop control operation as in the above instruction. We have only been able to 'force' a CAMAC overrun with a direct register write (MOV R3, (RO)) immediately followed by a second. This instruction executes in 1.5 Us which is the length of time required for the pipeline to empty. Any other sequence will not be fast enough to beat the pipeline. Should a 20 Mhz version of the Jll become available in a STARBURST this situation will change making it essential to pay close attention to CAMAC 'tuning'.
We have successfully operated two STARBURST in a single crate both performing CAMAC cycles at the highest possible rate. Fig. 2 . To this main may be added any useful assembler subroutines such as interrupt handlers or IO, plus undefined globals that the linker may list.
Typical applications require the STARBURST to read various CAMAC modules preprocess the data and store the results in a buffer for transfer to a host machine.
Since it is essential that the host 'know' the absolute addresses of all buffers they must be included as shared common blocks at link time.
Linking is performed using the task building utility TKB. Normally the first block of the resulting task image file contains parameters used by RSX11M in a multi-tasking environment.
For stand-alone configurations no such 'header block' is required therefore the /-HD (no header) switch must-be employed. The following command line will work in most applications: TKB>NAME /-HD,NAME/-SP=MAIN,NAME,LIBR/LB TKB>T TKB>OPTIONS:
The underlined sequences are user typed, the rest are prompts from the task builder. 'NAME' is your compiled FORTRAN subroutine module, 'MAIN' is your assembler language main (Fig. 2) manual (which we do not possess). A custom 'PAL' has enabled us to configure memory above the 16 bit address limit for eproms and use the host computer to move code down to low memory. This is a useful technique for non-DEC host machines and also provides space for multiple program storage. Since the STARBURST can address itself via the CAMAC dataway high memory is directly accessible without using the memory management hardware within the Jll.
Currently two applications of the STARBURST are in operation and several others in development.
Track Analysis in a Polarimeter
The focal plane polarimeter (FPP) of the medium resolution spectrometer (MRS) consists of four pairs of wire chambers and a thick carbon analyzer. Scatterings through less than about 5 degrees are not useful in determining proton polarization, but constitute about 95% of the events. The protons incident upon the polarimeter have a broad range of positions and directions, making it impossible to distinguish useful scatterings on the basis of position or angle only of an outgoing proton. The small fraction of 'useful' scatterings, coupled with a need for throughputs of several thousand events/sec, requires pre-processing before the CAMAC branch stage. A STARBURST resident in the crate of FPP CAMAC modules was chosen as the best way to handle such problems as; precise matching of gains of different TDC channels; changes in minimum useful scattering angles with proton energy; changes in the separation of wire chamber planes. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of wire planes, position of a typical particle track and the rejection algorithms employed.
First measurements of FPP performance with a STARBURST preprocessor showed that about 1200 events/sec could be rejected in pre-processing; optimization of the rejection algorithms have increased this rate to 2000/sec. Changes in rejection criteria are readily made by altering constants which are down-loaded from the host computer at the start of a run.
Some difficulty has been experienced when the dual-port memory is accessed by CAMAC at the same tine as the STARBURST is processing subsequent triggers. The severity of the problem appeared to be somewhat dependent upon the type of crate controller used. New 'PALs' supplied by CES and a re-arrangement of the CAMAC request/grant 'daisy chain' have reduced this problem considerably.
Assembler language programming was used throughout as the algorithms for determining a good scatter are straight forward. Upon the detection of a good event the STARBURST (using a mail box) waits for the host to complete the collection of data from the previous event before refilling the output buffer and issuing a LAM.
Multiple buffering is expected to increase data rates considerably and does not present any serious synchronizing problems.
The host does not have to 'remember' which STARBURST buffer to read as the STARBURST simply loads its own CAMAC address pointer before issueing the LAM. The TE polarization is extremely small (abot 0.05%) and is very difficult to extract from the background noise. The NMR tuned circuit is phase compensated to permit measurements of the real part of the signal and this also solves the dynamic range problems inherent in searching for a small signal in a large Q curve shaped background.
The background is essentially flat with phase compensation.
A frequency synthesizer under the control of an 8-bit microprocessor (TRIMAC) provides the RF frequency sweep for the NMR tuned circuit.
The NMR signal is recorded by a transient digitizer gated by the TRIMAC. A STARBURST reads and averages 256 K of data from the digitizer memory before signalling the host LSI/l1. As soon as the STARBURST has read the transient digitizer it signals the TRIMAC to begin scanning while it averages the data.
When this pre-processing is 
